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7.3 Learning test sequences/behaviors: 
      General idea 

See Thornton, C. ; Cohen, O. ; Denzinger, J. ; Boyd, J.E.: 
Automated Testing of Physical Security: Red Teaming 
Through Machine Learning, Comp. Intelligence Vol. 31(3) 
Use evolutionary learning to create very specific (and 
limited) behaviors for test/attack agents that interact 
with a system (which can be a group of agents) to get 
this system to show an unwanted behavior. 
In contrast to reinforcement learning, complete 
behaviors, not single actions, are evaluated (although 
fitness can sum up evaluations of each action in a 
sequence). 
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General set-up 
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Env 

Ag tested,1 Agtested,m … 

Ag event,1 Ag event,n … 

Learner 

Ag byst,1 

Ag byst,k 

. 

. 

. 

Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

The application requires the “attack” agents Ag event,i to 
navigate through an area that is patrolled by the tested 
agents and that also has stationary sensor stations that 
help the tested agents. The tested agents are supposed 
to intercept the attack agents to avoid having any of 
them reaching a particular spot in the area. 
The behavior of an attack agent is represented as a 
sequence of (waypoint,speed) pairs, that the agent uses 
together with a path planner to create the position of 
the agent in the world.   
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge (II) 

That means that the intended knowledge (representing 
the behavior of all attack agents) has the form 
 (((x1,1,y1,1,speed1,1),...,(x1,p1,y1,p1,speed1,p1)),... 
   (xn,1,yn,1,speedn,1),...,(xn,pn,yn,pn,speedn,pn))) 
where the xi,js and yi,js are x and y coordinates 
describing a waypoint for attack agent i and speedij is 
the speed with which agent i is moving from the 
previous waypoint to the waypoint in the tuple.  
This assumes that each agent i has a starting point  
(xi,0,yi,0). 
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Learning phase: 
What or whom to learn from 

The learner gets feedback to evaluate a candidate 
behavior pos (a particle position) by running a 
simulation in an environment simulator to which, in 
addition to the attack agents, all other agents are also 
connected. 
The feedback  for this application consists of using 
several functions on a trace e0,...,ez produced by the 
simulation: 
fintercept((e0,...,ez),pos)=0, if there is a j such that all  

 attackers are intercepted in ej,  
                      =1, else 
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Learning phase: 
What or whom to learn from (II) 

fsuccess((e0,...,ez),pos)=1, if there are j,i such that   
 attacker i reached the target spot in ej,  
                    =0, else 

fdist,i((e0,...,ez),pos)= Σj=1
[z/100] dist(e100j, Ag event,i) + 

       dist(ez, Ag event,i) 
where dist(e, Ag event,i) is length of shortest path from 
agent i to target in e. 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method 

The learning method is a set-based search. More 
precisely, it is a so-called particle swarm optimization 
method (for multi-objective optimization). 
A fact consists of a triple (pos,v,Ownbest), 
where pos is an attack behavior as defined before, v is a 
so-called velocity and Ownbest is a set of attack 
behaviors representing part of the history of this fact 
(since it represents the current “position” of the 
particle), namely all behaviors that are not dominated 
(see later) by other behaviors (that this particle went 
through). 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

An extension rule application replaces each fact in the 
current search state (a position of a particle) with a 
new one that is computed as follows: 
  vnew = Wv + C1r1(ownbest-pos) + C2r2(Best-pos) 
  posnew = pos + vnew 

where W (weight parameter), C1 (cognitive learning 
factor), C2 (social learning factor) are parameters, 
r1,r2 ∈ [0,1] random numbers. 
ownbest is a randomly selected element from Ownbest 
and Best is a randomly selected element from the union  
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

of the Ownbests of its “neighbors” (particles with 
neighboring indexes). 
Ownbest is updated by adding posnew, if posnew is not 
dominated by any current element of Ownbest. If posnew is 
added, then we delete all elements from Ownbest that are 
dominated by posnew. 
Domination of a pos over a pos’ is determined by a so-
called (goal) ordering structure that is a lexicographic 
ordering of partial orderings. The partial orderings are 
based on the feedback functions:  
  ({>intercept},{>dist,1,...,>dist,n},{>success}) 
applied to the generated traces by pos and pos’. 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

We have 
  pos >intercept pos’ if 
  fintercept(...,pos) > fintercept(...,pos’)  
  pos >dist,i pos’ if 
  fdist,i(...,pos) < fdist,i(...,pos) and 

   pos >success pos’ if 

  fsuccess(...,pos) > fsuccess(...,pos) 
If we have more than one ordering in a {...}, then pos 
needs to be better or equal in all these orderings for 
being greater than pos’ (and vice versa) and better in at 
least one of the orderings. 
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Application phase: 
How to detect applicable knowledge 

The learner finds behaviors that might show a problem 
in the real world, so no detection step necessary (the 
learner does the detection). 
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Application phase: 
How to apply knowledge 

Try out the found attack behaviors. 
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Application phase: 
Detect/deal with misleading knowledge 

Since we are using a simulator for the real world, 
applying what we found to the real world might not 
always result in the problem we test for. This naturally 
becomes immediately obvious. 
But re-running the method usually produces different 
results (due to the random factors). If it does not, then 
incorporating better knowledge might be needed.  
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General questions: 
Generalize/detect similarities? 

This is not part of the method. 
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General questions: 
Dealing with knowledge from other sources 

For this instantiation of the general idea (see picture) 
not included. 
But for another application (testing ad-hoc wireless 
networks for adversary-induced problems) we created 
an extension of the fitness function to avoid sequences 
we already know about. 
In general, fitness function (or goal ordering structures) 
are a starting point for integrating knowledge about the 
application. 
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(Conceptual) Example 

This is, again, a method that works on big examples. 
Therefore here a result created by the method: 
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Pros and cons 

✚ allows for the learning of restricted (no conditional 
branching) “programs” that reveal problems of the 
tested system/policy 

✚ there are a lot of enhancements for evolutionary 
algorithms/PSO, like distribution libraries 

-  requires a simulator for the environment in which the 
attack agents, bystander agents and tested agents act  

-  requires a good fitness function/ordering structure 
that usually consists of more than just measuring 
fulfillment of the main objective  
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Additional remarks regarding learning of 
behaviors (I) 

Many evolutionary algorithms, working on sets of 
architecture instantiations and breading better and 
better agents, can be used to learn behaviors (special 
like on the previous slides and general and complete 
behaviors). 
This is usually covered in our MAS course (CPSC 567 
and CPSC 609), so see slides for this class or 
Denzinger, J. ; Fuchs, M. : 
Experiments in Learning Prototypical Situations for 
Variants of the Pursuit Game,  
Proc. ICMAS-96, Kyoto, 1996, pp. 48-55. 
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Additional remarks regarding learning of 
behaviors (II) 
The paper describes an off-line learning approach that was 
extended to online learning in 
Denzinger, J. ; Kordt, M.: 
Evolutionary On-line Learning of Cooperative Behavior with 
Situation-Action-Pairs, 
Proc. ICMAS-2000, Boston, IEEE Press, 2000, pp. 103-110. 
We also used different agent architectures, like the so-called 
shout-ahead architecture, where we combined evolutionary 
learning and reinforcement learning: 
Paskaradevan, S. ; Denzinger, J. ; Wehr, D.: 
Learning cooperative behavior for the shout-ahead architecture,  
Web Intelligence and Agent Systems: An International Journal, Vol. 
12(3), IOS Press, 2014, pp. 309-324. 
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Additional remarks regarding learning of 
behaviors (III) 

Regarding  special behavior that achieves a particular 
result, we created systems that test agent teams in the 
ARES simulator, an old version of FIFA (from EA), other 
games, ad-hoc wireless networks and combinations of 
security mechanisms (among others, for papers see my 
web site).  
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